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On the determination of orientational configurational temperature
from computer simulation
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A straightforward derivation for the configurational temperature associated with the orientational
VN portion of the configurational phase space of the molecules in an open system is presented.
Explicit relationships are given for determining the configurational temperatures in classical
simulations of molecular liquids, such as water, and their forms and their evaluation discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

The temperature of an equilibrium system has been
most exclusively studied through the average kinetic ene
associated with the translational and rotational degree
freedom of their molecules.1 However, the recent publicatio
of Rugh2 on the dynamical approach to thermodynam
highlighted alternative ways to define the temperature o
closed system, in terms of configurational properties in
microcanonical ensemble, and opened the door to the de
opment of new tools for the validation and testing of ne
simulation strategies, and for the interpretation and anal
of systems away from equilibrium.

The distinction between kinetic and configurational te
peratures might appear as a mere academic curiosity. H
ever, there are numerous simulation scenarios where e
the control or evaluation of the kinetic temperature is n
possible,3 or the systems under study are far fro
equilibrium.4 Moreover, there is always the need for ne
tools to check the validity or self-consistency of simulati
algorithms5 and the configurational temperature provides o
of the few consistency tests available for Monte Carlo sim
lation.

Typically, the constants of motion are the targets
testing the validity and accuracy of the integration appro
in the simulation of dynamical systems. Yet, the conser
tion of these quantities is not always a necessary or suffic
condition for either accuracy6 or correctness7 of the algo-
rithm. Nondynamical simulations, such as Monte Carlo te
niques, do not involve conserved quantities, and con
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quently we need tools to test the validity of strategies u
not only for the random translational,5 but also for orienta-
tional moves8 regarding the principles of microscopi
reversibility9 and the most general infinitesimal rotation.10

A subtler situation may arise when dealing with me
stable systems such as supercooled liquids or glasses
which the configurational/orientational relaxation times b
come large.11 For these~or any! systems, the most genera
thermodynamic definition of the temperature will involve th
derivative (]E/]S)V,N , where both the entropy,S, and en-
ergy, E, will depend on all the microscopic degrees of fre
dom ~kinetic and configurational! of the system. While the
motion of individual particles within these systems might
consistent with the desired temperature~the measure of the
time-average kinetic energy!, the corresponding average
over configurational~translational and orientational! degrees
of freedom may not. This scenario might become more co
plex at low temperature and high density because of the p
sible coupling between translational and orientational
grees of freedom in supercooled liquids,12 which might
hinder the expected energy equipartition.

Yet, there are other compelling reasons behind our
sire to assess the temperature of a system by analyzing
erage configurational measures rather than averages ove
kinetic degrees of freedom. For instance, in the validation
microstructural information from x ray, electron, and neutr
scattering spectra by means of reverse Monte Carlo te
niques we require ways to diagnose the correctness of
procedure used in the processing and test the internal co
tency of the raw data.3 Moreover, many researchers wou
like to be able to estimate the temperature of a system ba
4 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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on configurational information gathered from those spectr13

As a first step toward the achievement of these goals
a recent paper we revived an earlier theoretical developm
the so-called hypervirial theorem developed by
Hirschfelder,14 as a well-suited tool to make possible th
molecular simulation route topositional and orientational
configurational-temperatures.8 We implemented their calcu
lation and reported results for a simple quadrupolar Lenna
Jones system at normal conditions and for the TIP4P w
model at low temperature. In the present communication
present an alternative derivation of an expression to de
mine the orientational configurational temperature for op
systems, and discuss its evaluation in a standard comp
~MD or MC! simulation of a molecular liquid.

ORIENTATIONAL CONFIGURATIONAL
TEMPERATURE

As recently indicated by Baranyai,15 the expression de
rived by Butleret al.5 for the configurational~translational!
temperature does not apply to open systems~i.e., systems in
phase equilibria, etc.!, and consequently this author propos
a simpler derivation that fulfilled that condition. In this se
tion we take Baranyai’s approach, and derive the correspo
ing expression for the configurational orientational~as op-
posed to configurational translational! temperature of an
open system, an analysis that parallels the corresponding
pervirial derivation given by Gray and Gubbins.16

We start with the expression of the instantaneous ro
tional kinetic temperature of ad-dimensional system, com
posed ofN rigid molecules withg[dN degrees of freedom
i.e.,

Trot[
( i 51

N vi•I i•vi

gk
5

( i 51
N L i•I i

21
•L i

gk
, ~1!

where we use the conventional notationk, I i , L i , andvi to
denote Boltzmann constant, the tensor of inertia, the ang
momentum, and the angular velocity of moleculei, respec-
tively. By assuming isokinetic conditions, the first and se
ond time derivatives of the instantaneous temperature ar

Ṫrot5
2( i 51

N vi•L̇ i

gk
50, ~2!

and

T̈rot5
2( i 51

N L̇ i•I i
21

•L̇ i12( i 51
N vi•L̈ i

gk

5
2( i 51

N ti•I i
21

•ti12( i 51
N vi• ṫi

gk
50, ~3!

respectively, whereL̇ i[ti is the rotational equation of mo
tion, and the upper dot~dots! over any quantity represents
first ~higher! time derivative. The first time-derivative of th
instantaneous temperature gives no additional informa
beyond the well-known fact that the angular velocity a
corresponding torque are perpendicular to each other,
not only the summation, but also each term in the summa
of Eq. ~2! must be identically zero.
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The second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~3! can be
written explicitly as

vi• ṫi5vi•(
j

S (
a5Vx ,Vy ,Vz

~]ti /]a j !•~]a j /]t !

1 (
a5x,y,z

~]ti /]a j !•~]a j /]t ! D
5vi•S (

j
vj•¹V j

ti1pj•(
j

¹ r j
ti D . ~4!

For systems in equilibrium, the components along the th
positional (r a) and orientational (Va) axes are equivalent
the linear and angular momenta are not correlated, while
positions and orientations are not correlated with their co
sponding gradients~forces and torques!. Therefore, from
Eqs.~3!–~4! we have that

05K (
i 51

N

ti•I i
21

•ti L 1K (
i 51

N

vi•(
j 51

N

vj•¹V j
ti L , ~5!

which can also be written as

05K (
i 51

N

I i
21:titi L 1K (

i 51

N

(
j 51

N

L iL j :I i
22¹V j

ti L . ~6!

Note that, for a particular configuration, the only contrib
tion to the average in the second term of Eq.~6! is for i
5 j , because there is no correlation between the angular
menta of different molecules, i.e.,

05^I i
21:titi&1kT^I i :I i

22¹V i
ti&

5^ti•ti&1kT^¹V i
ti&. ~7!

In Eq. ~7! we have invoked the fact that the inertia tensor
the same for all molecules, and thatL iL i5kTI i , where the
bar indicates an average over all particles for a particu
configuration. Finally, from Eq.~7! and the fact thatt
52¹Vf we obtain the final expression for the orientation
configurational temperature,

kTrot52^t i
2&/^¹V i

t i&5^~¹V i
f!2&/^¹V i

2 f&, ~8!

which is precisely the same expression as that derived f
Hirchfelder’s hypervirial theorem.

SIMULATION IMPLEMENTATION AND FINAL
REMARKS

Starting from expression~8!, wheref(r N,VN) is a po-
tential depending on distance~r! and orientation~V!, we
have the angular gradient operator¹V(¯)[ l3¹ r(¯),
which defines the torquet,

¹Vf[ l3¹ rf52t. ~9!

In Eq. ~9! the operator ‘‘3’’ denotes cross-product of two
vectors, andl5 l xî 1 l y ĵ 1 l zk̂ is the vector position of mo-
lecular sites with respect to the corresponding center of m
Thus, the divergence of the torque becomes
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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¹V•t52¹V•¹Vf52¹V
2 f, ~10!

where¹V
2 (¯) is the angular Laplacian. Consequently, t

orientational temperature, Eq.~8!, can be represented as

kTrot5^t2&/^¹V
2 f&

52^t2&/^¹V•t&

5^t2&/^~ l3¹ r !•~ l3¹ rf!&, ~11!

where the angular Laplacian of the intermolecular potent
¹V

2 f5( l3¹ r)•( l3¹ rf), can be written more explicitly by
solving the two cross-products, as follows:

~ l3¹ r !5U î ĵ k̂

l x l y l z

]/]x ]/]y ]/]z
U , ~12!
rr
-
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l,

l5 l xî 1 l y ĵ 1 l zk̂

5~ l y]/]z2 l z]/]y! î 1~ l z]/]x2 l x]/]z! ĵ

1~ l x]/]y2 l y]/]x!k̂,

and

~ l3¹ rf!52U î ĵ k̂

l x l y l z

f x f y f z

U , ¹ rf52 f xî 2 f y ĵ 2 f zk̂,

52~ l y f z2 l zf y! î 2~ l zf x2 l xf z! ĵ 2~ l xf y2 l y f x!k̂,

~13!

where f x52(]f/]x) is the x-component of the forcef.
Therefore, the denominator of Eq.~11! becomes
~ l3¹ r !•~ l3¹ rf!52~ l y]/]z2 l z]/]y!~ l y f z2 l zf y!2~ l z]/]x2 l x]/]z!~ l zf x2 l xf z!2~ l x]/]y2 l y]/]x!~ l xf y2 l y f x!

52 l y
2~] f z /]z1] f x /]x!2 l z

2~] f y /]y1] f x /]x!2 l x
2~] f z /]z1] f y /]y!1 l xl z~] f x /]z1] f z /]x!

1 l yl z~] f y /]z1] f z /]y!1 l yl x~] f y /]x1] f x /]y!12~ l xf x1 l y f y1 l zf z!. ~14!
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For the sake of completeness, we introduce the co
sponding positional~translational! configurational tempera
ture, Ttrans, whose expression has been derived either fr
the hypervirial theorem8 or from Baranyai’s approach,15 i.e.,

kTtrans5^~¹ rf!2&/^¹ r
2f&

52^f2&/^¹ r•f&, ~15!

and

¹ r•f52@~] f x /]x!1~] f y /]x!1~] f z /]x!#

522~]f/]r !/r 2~]2f/]r 2!. ~16!

To make these working expressions more explicit, let
consider the two types of interactions that we might usua
find in a typical water model@such as the SPC~Ref. 17! or
TIP4P~Ref. 18! model for water#, i.e., involving electrostatic
and Lennard-Jones potentials. Forf(r )5qiqj /r i j , whereqi

denotes a point charge on the sitei andr i j 5r is the distance
between the pair of sitesi,j ,

f x5qiqjx/r 3→] f x /]x52qiqj~3x2/r 5!1 f x /x

→] f x /]y52qiqj~3xy/r 5!5] f y /]x, ~17!

and analogously, fory andz-components. Finally, from Eq
~16!,

¹ r
2~qiqj /r !50, ~18!

and hence this Laplacian will be similarly equal to zero
any multipolar interaction.

Note that, if we use a reaction field approach for t
electrostatic interactions, with a reaction field dielectric« r f

and a cut-off radiusr c , i.e.,
e-

s
y

r

f~r !5qiqj~1/r 2~« r f 21!r 2/~2« r f 11!r c
3!,

then

f x5qiqjx~1/r 312~« r f 21!/~2« r f 11!r c
3!

→] f x /]x52qiqj~3x2/r 5!1 f x /x

→] f x /]y52qiqj~3xy/r 5!, ~19!

and Eq.~18! becomes automatically satisfied if we recall th
the molecule’s electroneutrality is implicitly fulfilled, i.e.
(a,bq1

aq2
b50. Obviously, the corresponding Ewald sum e

pressions might be determined in a straightforward mann
Otherwise, for the Lennard-Jones potentialf(r )

54«@(s/r )122(s/r )6# we have that,

f x5«@48~s12/r 14!224~s6/r 8!#x

→] f x /]x52«@672~s12/r 16!2192~s6/r 10!#x21 f x /x

] f x /]y52«@672~s12/r 16!2192~s6/r 10!#xy5] f y /]x,
~20!

and

¹ r
2f~r !5«@528~s12/r 14!2120~s6/r 8!#. ~21!

Note that according to Eqs.~17!–~21!, only short-ranged
~nonharmonic! potentials contribute to the positional Lapla
ian, and consequently, to the definition of the positional c
figurational temperature@Eq. ~15!#. In contrast, both short-
and long-ranged potentials contribute to the angular Lap
ian in the definition of the orientational configurational tem
perature@Eq. ~8!#. This feature, in principle, suggests that th
translational and orientational configurational temperatu
would exhibit different dependence on the range of the in
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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molecular potential acting on the molecules of the syste
Consequently, we might also expect they would exhibit d
ferent relaxation behavior.8

According to the previous analysis@Eqs. ~8! and ~15!#
both configurational temperatures are defined in terms of
ratio between two independent averages. These average
taken over the number of particles and over the trajector
the phase space. Yet, we can define an instantaneous
perature, average only over theN-particles constituting the
system.16 Finally we can average that instantaneous temp
ture as usual, over the phase space trajectory. This m
that we can replace the ratio of two averages by the ave
of the ratio, i.e.,

T5
^j&N,t

^z&N,t
→T5 K j

z L
t

~22!

by invoking the following identity in the thermodynami
limit; 19

K 1

z L 5

K 1

11dz L
^z&

'
^12dz1~dz!2

¯&

^z&
~23!

with dz5(z2^z&)/^z&, where^j&N,t and ^z&N,t are the nu-
merator andk-times the denominator of the right-hand si
of either Eq.~8! or ~15! for a finite system of sizeN. There-
fore, Eq.~23! reduces to

K j

z L 5 K 1

z L ^j& ~24!

by assuming that the numerator and denominator are
correlated~independent!. Thus, according to Eqs.~23!–~24!,

K j

z L 5
^12dz1~dz!2

¯&^j&

^z&
5

^11~dz!2
¯&^j&

^z&
~25!

since^dz&50, and finally,

T5
^j&

^z& S ^z2&

^z&2 1¯ D5
^j&

^z&
1O~N21!. ~26!

In the thermodynamic limit,

lim
N→`

^j&N,t

^z&N,t
5 K j

z L
t

. ~27!
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